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TOP VIEW

MOLDED-IN 1\" ALUMINUM PIPE (4 PLACES)

SIDES OF LUGS BELOW THIS LINE TO HAVE 7\° DRAFT

SIDE VIEW

1\" DEPTH 45\° BEVEL (2 PLACES)

STANDARD SPECS:
16\" FILL OPENING,
(1) 3\" POLYPROPYLENE FITTING
WITH 2\" REDUCER & SIPHON TUBE
IN STANDARD LOCATIONS
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SUPPLEMENT:

TANK MATERIAL:
INNER TANK S/N:
OUTER TANK S/N:
CUSTOMER:

DO NOT SCALE DRAWING

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL ± 1/8"
ONE PLACE DECIMAL ± .25"
TWO PLACE DECIMAL ± .125"
THREE PLACE DECIMAL ± .063"

SIMPLE TANK LIN:
CUSTOMER FOR:
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